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The Looking Glass being referenced is an ancient archeological artifact of the Aryan
Priesthood used as a predictive tool. It analyzes vibrations, thought and energetic
frequencies, time periods, and numerous other "etheric energy patterns" to deduce the
likelihood of future events.
In popular movies, it has been previewed to the public in the form of the dangerous
Palintir discovered by the Hobbits in the Lord of the Rings, and the Mirror of Destiny
that showed Harry Potter whatever he wanted to see most --- his parents.
Of the two, the Mirror in the Harry Potter movie is closer to the nature of the Looking
Glass technology, which is more of a measure of how people see things and what they
believe and what they fear and only to a coincidental degree, what they desire.
This is because we are not consciously aware of our power to bring what we wish for
into manifestation, and so, are led along willy-nilly to whatever destination more aware
beings wish to foist off on us and plan for us and so on.
They have been driving around the East Coast for a month with a tactical nuclear
weapon in a van awaiting a signal from some quarter to blow it off in the middle of
NYC and none of the Generals or the Upmty Ump number of "Intelligence Agencies" is
doing anything about it.
I warned them that I could see this van all the way from Alaska using over the counter
software. I asked the obvious question --- WTF? If a Great-Grandma is aware of this
danger from thousands of miles away in a tiny berg in Alaska, what are we paying the
Pentagon, FBI, DHS, CIA, HS, MI5, MI6, and all the other Party Hearties to do "for"
us?
Looks more like they are part of a plan to do something "to" us ---- another Filthy False
Flag --- what I call a "Three F Fandango" --- cause they are certainly not doing what
they are being paid to do, which is to protect us from such threats.

And now we have reports from the "Looking Glass" that a False Flag involving a
tactical nuclear weapon is set to go off on April 18th (the Anniversary of the "shot
heard round the world") and that misguided "Patriots" are going to do this and Mr.
Biden is going to try blaming it on the Russians ---- even though any idiot knows that
Russia has less than no reason to attack us and that Joe Biden is positively aching to
get involved and obscure his own crimes in the Ukraine.
So, kids, let's change the Mirror, hmm? Imagine a peaceful world and a clean world
and a world full of competent public servants who all know that their actual job is to
protect American lives and American property, a world in which "Patriots" have their
heads screwed on and don't do stupid things, a world in which we don't have False
Flags, because our government is no longer a mercenary British Crown Corporation
making its money off of war.
Let's just dream it all away and tell that old Looking Glass where our hearts and minds
really are.
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